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AUDITONE RECOVERS £84K FOLLOWING FRAUD CONVICTION  

Successfully prosecuting a fraudster is a great achievement in itself, however, that is only half the battle won. Next comes the 

task of recovery and putting the stolen money back where it belongs - into the NHS purse.  

In March 2018 John Thurlbeck was convicted of two counts of fraud by abuse of position after an 

investigation carried out by AuditOne revealed that he had manipulated the NHS organisations 

lease car and fuel card schemes to access two vehicles for his personal use over a ten year   

period. His deliberate actions caused a loss to the NHS of over £84k. John Thurlbeck was  

sentenced to 2 years imprisonment. During the investigation AuditOne worked closely with a 

Financial Investigator from the NHS Counter Fraud Authority in order to pursue recovery of the 

stolen money under the Proceeds of Crime Act.  This collaborative approach meant Mr Thurlbeck 

offered to repay the money in full if the confiscation proceedings were stopped. Mr Thurlbeck  

subsequently repaid all of the money he had stolen within four weeks of being convicted.   

Terry Smith, who heads up the AuditOne counter fraud team said “this case demonstrates that AuditOne will pursue all possible 

sanctions against those found to have stolen money from the NHS and in particular robustly recover the stolen money. Every 

penny of NHS money counts and should be used for its intended purpose, patient care, not selfish personal gain. AuditOne has 

recovered in excess of £160k in the past twelve months with a further £112k in progress and this money has been returned to 

NHS organisations.”.    Photo: Northern Echo 

NATIONAL CASE: RECRUITMENT AGENCY FRAUDSTERS CONVICTED   

A medical recruitment agent, along with four health care assistants and a nurse he had persuaded to defraud the NHS, have 

all been sentenced at Kingston-upon-Hull Crown Court (18 May 2018) for conspiracy to defraud. Charles Elad, 46, was working 

as a recruitment officer for ID Medical at the time of the offences. Each of the five workers was convicted of separate fraud 

conspiracies with Elad. His wife, Tanyi Elad, was convicted of a money laundering offence. The total loss to the NHS was 

£72,991.11. Various NHS hospitals in England were targeted, including Scunthorpe General, Royal Blackburn, Shrewsbury and 

Darlington. Elad and his accomplices submitted large numbers of fraudulent timesheets to the recruitment agency, who were 

unaware of the fraudulent activity taking place. The agency workers were subsequently paid for the unworked shifts. The 

agency then unknowingly invoiced the various Trusts for these shifts. Once an agency worker had been paid for these ghost 

‘shifts’, Charles Elad would then request they make a payment to him, using his wife’s bank account to hide the transactions. 

Nhende, Kiberu and Anonyo pleaded guilty to their charges, with the remaining defendants entering not guilty pleas and going 

to trial. Charles Elad received three years’ imprisonment. He had denied five counts of conspiracy to commit fraud by false 

representation and one count of fraud. He was convicted of four counts of conspiracy to commit fraud. Richard Rippin the 

Head of Operations at the NHS Counter Fraud Authority, said “the result demonstrates the value of local and national NHS 

bodies working in partnership to tackle fraud. It sends a message to anyone under the mistaken impression that NHS funds are 

an easy target for fraud, that they will be caught"  



PRESENTATIONS: CAN YOU HELP ? 
As your fraud provider we are always looking at ways to raise the profile of the counter fraud 

team within your organisation. One of the key ways we do this is by delivering counter fraud 

presentations. Our interactive presentation focuses on real life fraud cases with mainly news 

clippings and the stories behind them. We tie this in with the use of digital clickers which each 

attendee is given at the start of the presentation and is asked to vote/answer questions 

throughout (who wants to be a millionaire style). The presentation can be tailored to suit the 

audience and time available. So if you have a monthly/quarterly team meeting and fancy  

hearing from a team you might not ordinarily consider why not give us a go. Contact details for 

the team can be found on the last page of this newsletter or by searching fraud on your  

organisations intranet.   

The NHS continues to see reports from organisations that have fallen victim to fraudsters who 
are purporting to be CEOs, resulting in huge financial losses.   

How does CEO fraud work? 

A company, often with multiple offices, is targeted by a fraudster who purports to be the CEO of 
the company.  The fraudster contacts someone within the finance department and requests pay-
ments to be made into bank accounts, saying it is part of a highly sensitive acquisition, merger or 
property purchase. In an NHS setting this may also include urgent equipment or supplies ordering. 
Initial contact appears to primarily be made via email from an address  
similar to the one the CEO would use, although there are some reported instances where  

ALERT: CEO FRAUD  

fraudsters have called up to make themselves appear legitimate. In  

addition, a second  fraudster may be introduced, who poses as a lawyer or 

regulator. With a  strong social engineering element, the fraudster often 

requests that they, as  the CEO, are not contacted further by the financial 

officer as they are busy.  Alternatively, the fraudster may pick occasions 

when the real CEO is on holiday, therefore preventing financial officer from 

checking the validity  of the request. In most cases the urgent nature of the 

request (i.e. if we don’t get this paid we won’t have the equipment to carry 

out surgery) applies sufficient pressure for staff who ordinarily follow  

correct processes to deviate and pay the fraudulent requests. Typically, the 

average amount given to fraudsters is around £35,000, but there are  

extreme cases where one company lost £18.5 million. 

PUBLICITY: NHS COUNTER FRAUD AUTHORITY - TRACK THE TRUCK  

 phone (using the free, 24-hour phone line which is pow-

ered by Crimestoppers) or on the NHSCFA website, 

where people can also find out more about our work. 

You can also report your concerns to the AuditOne 

fraud reporting hotline which is 0191 441 5936. 

#NHSCFA #AuditOneUK 

On Friday 22 June, a large truck pulled up at Stepping Hill Hospital, part of Stockport NHS Foundation Trust. The truck was 
from NHS Supply Chain, delivering healthcare supplies to the hospital as part of its logistics service. At the same time it was 
also delivering a message to everyone on site and on the road, a message written in large letters on the sides of the vehicle: 
‘Help drive down NHS fraud’. The truck is one of five NHS Supply Chain vehicles that will show an advert from the NHS Coun-
ter Fraud Authority (NHSCFA), as part of a campaign which aims to enlist NHS staff and members of the public in the fight 
against NHS fraud. The advert includes a call to action to report NHS fraud, and provides details on how to make a report  by 



How is Fortnite fraud happening? 

Action Fraud has seen reports, made mainly by parents on behalf of their children, of fraudsters who are taking advantage of 

Fortnite gamers. In most reports, the gamer has seen an advert on a social media channel which claims that by following a 

web link and entering some information, they will receive free Vbucks (currency for the game). Fraudsters will ask the victim 

for information about their account which will then allow them to log in and create fraudulent charges.  Fraudsters are tar-

geting victims in many other ways. These include asking for people’s phone numbers in return for Vbucks to then sign the 

victim up to a premium rate subscription service, selling access to other people’s Fortnite accounts, and offering VBucks for 

free then actually charging for it.  

Director of Action Fraud, Pauline Smith, said:  
 
“It is vital that both parents and those playing games online 
are able to spot the signs of fraud, as fraudsters will go to 
great lengths to try to steal your money.  
  
"It is also important that parents make their children aware 
of the threat of fraud online.  “If you are downloading or 
purchasing game add-ons, make sure you use the official 
website. You should never reveal your password or banking 
details to someone you don’t know, or be tempted to click 
on links to unknown.  “If you think you have been a victim of 
fraud, contact Action Fraud.” 

Action Fraud is warning parents and online gamers of the risk of fraud involving Fortnite. Between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 
2018, Action Fraud received 35 reports of Fortnite related fraud, with a total loss off £5,119 – an average of £146 per victim.  

ALERT: FRAUDSTERS TARGET FORTNITE GAMERS  

NATIONAL CASE: FRAUDSTER JAILED FOLLOWING FALSE NEGLIGENCE CLAIM   

A DJ who “deliberately and dishonestly” exaggerated the effect of his relative-
ly minor injuries in a bid to defraud the NHS of £800,000 has been jailed for 
three months. Sandip Singh Atwal, received negligent treatment for his inju-
ries – fractures of two fingers and a cut to his lower lip at Calderdale and Hud-
dersfield NHS Foundation Trust who later admitted liability and offered Mr 
Atwal, who worked in his family taxi business, £30,000 to settle the case. But 
he asked for £837,109, including very substantial sums for future loss of earn-
ings and future care, on the basis he was unable to work and grossly incapaci-
tated. However, covert video surveillance commissioned by the trust’s law-
yers showed him working as a courier. His social media posts showed he was 
still performing as a professional DJ and in 2011 he launched a music video 
with another artist. In what is believed to be the first case of its kind, the trust 
applied to have Mr Atwal committed to prison for contempt of court at the 
High Court in London. After finding 14 allegations of contempt proved at a 
hearing in April, which Mr Atwal did not attend, Mr Justice Spencer jailed him 
for three months.  

The judge said: “It needs to be clearly understood by everyone that false and 
lying claims undermine the administration of justice in a number of serious 
ways… the senior courts have made it clear that those who make false claims 
and get caught must expect to go to prison… there is no other way to under-
line the gravity of such  conduct to those who attempt to make such claims.” 
The judge said the case was “seriously aggravated” by the fact it was an 
attempted fraud on the NHS, as it would have been the NHS budget which 
“bore the loss” if his dishonest claim had succeeded. 



WORKING WHILST SICK 

The fraud spotlight section of the newsletter focusses on  fraud types 

that commonly occur in the NHS.  It provides you with details of how the 

offences are committed and real life examples of where people have 

been prosecuted for these offences. This addition looks at:  

FRAUD SPOTLIGHT 

The problem:  

Working elsewhere whilst reported sick continues to be a  

significant fraud risk for NHS organisations across the country and 

is now one of the most common offences investigated by NHS 

counter fraud teams.  The ease at which NHS staff can carry out 

ad hoc temporary work with other NHS organisations through 

bank and agencies makes the NHS particularly vulnerable to this 

type of fraud.  

How is this offence committed:  

It is as simple as it sounds. Staff report sick stating they are unfit 

to perform their duties either by way of self certification or  

doctors fit note and then during this period of sickness, carry out 

any form of paid or voluntary employment or study.  

What should I do if I am planning to work for another  

organisation or study whilst reported sick:  

Check your organisations policy on secondary employment and 

working during periods of sickness. The AuditOne counter fraud 

team is working with your organisation to make sure the  

guidance is clear on this but if you are in any doubt you should 

speak to your line manager before you carry out any employment 

either paid or voluntary or carry out study whilst reported sick 

from your NHS employer.   

Why is this a criminal matter and not just a disciplinary 

issue:  

NHS employees are in the main entitled to salary sick pay. 

When reporting sick the employee is declaring they are  

unfit to perform the required duties of their role and as 

such are paid for the period of sickness. However if the  

employee is proven to have misled the organisation about 

their ability to perform their role, they are unlikely to have 

been entitled to that sick pay.  They have therefore  

deliberately caused a financial loss to the organisation and 

been dishonest in their actions.  

CASE STUDY 1:  

A member of staff who worked within the  

hospitals telephony service reported sick for a 

period of three months stating she had injured 

her back which meant she could not get out of 

bed and was therefore unfit to attend work. The 

employee was offered support by the hospital 

throughout her sickness period and alterations 

made to her working environment to assist her 

when she returned. However during her period of sickness the 

employee emailed her line manager from an email account linked 

to a private hospital ten miles from the NHS hospital where they 

worked. Concerns were raised about the legitimacy of the sickness 

period and a criminal investigation was led by the counter fraud 

team. The investigation revealed that the employee had deliber-

ately reported sick with the NHS in order to carry out temporary 

work with the private hospital. She started work with the private 

hospital on the first day of her period of sickness. The employee 

received a suspended prison sentence, was dismissed by both  

organisations and had to repay all of the money she had fraudu-

lently obtained.  

CASE STUDY 2:  

A specialist dentist employed by an NHS  

hospital reported sick for a fourteen month 

period stating treatment she had received for 

cancer meant she suffered intermittent issues 

with loss of feelings in her hands therefore 

couldn't carry out surgery which was a key part of her role. The 

Trust supported the dentist throughout paying her in excess of 

£71k during her sickness period. An allegation was received that 

the dentist was working elsewhere and an investigation revealed 

that the dentist had been working at four separate dental  

practices for the entire period of sickness.  On one occasion she 

attended a sickness management meeting in the morning where 

she maintained she had no feelings in her hands only to drive 100 

miles from the hospital where she treated 20 patients in the  

afternoon. The dentist faced prosecution, was dismissed by the 

NHS Hospital and was forced to repay the £71k she had stolen.   



HAPPY BIRTHDAY - NHS ! 

Counter Fraud Specialist Stephen Veitch  
A FEW QUICK QUESTIONS WITH... 

What does an NHS counter fraud specialist do?  

I see the role of a CFS as someone you can go to when you have  

concerns that an individual (staff or public) is committing fraud.  As a CFS, 

I’m here to address those concerns, give advice, improve fraud awareness, 

provide reassurance and take action to stop those who may be defrauding 

the NHS. 

What do you enjoy most about being a counter fraud spe-

cialist? The variety in the work that I do, the people I meet 

and tackling the different ways in which people commit fraud 

against the NHS.  

What’s the difference between an Auditor and a Counter 

Fraud Specialist?. I think that both roles can be similar and at 

the same time very different.  Both are responsible for provid-

ing assurance to a Trust and spotting discrepancies caused by  

individuals.  However, I think that where they differ is in the 

intention behind the error or discrepancy.  Audits are often 

based on the process and its weaknesses, but counter fraud is 

based on the motivations and actions of an individual. 

What’s your favourite quote and why? “In the land of the 

blind, the one-eyed man is king” – I think this can be inter-

preted in so many different ways, but I like to think of it as 

when the majority of people are oblivious to a situation, hav-

ing even just a little insight gives you that edge in understand-

ing and controlling it.  I personally feel that it fits well into the 

world of detecting fraud. 

What did you do before you joined the NHS/became a 

counter fraud specialist?   

 I recently joined the NHS in 2017.  Prior to this I worked 

at a Local Authority for many years as a benefit fraud 

Investigator. 

What does a normal week look like for you?  Like many 

within the NHS, no two weeks will look the same.  One 

day I could be delivering fraud  awareness presentations 

to staff, another could be investigating a potential fraud 

and yet another could be reporting to the Trust on fraud 

risks and potential system weaknesses open to manipu-

lation. 

What parts of your job do you find most challenging? I 

enjoy my job very much, but if I had to pick a challenge, I 

would say it is the quick swapping of “hats” from one 

minute to the next, whilst juggling different tasks and 

priorities.    

What advice would you give to someone who wants to 

work within Counter Fraud? I would encourage any one 

who wanted to work within Counter Fraud to do so, as it 

is a very rewarding job, especially if you enjoy thinking 

on your feet, applying common sense and approaching 

problems from different angles. 

This year is about celebrating the NHS and recognising the vital role it plays in everyone's lives. It is also 
about supporting the NHS, so we can preserve it for the next 70 years. This is at the heart of what  
AuditOne does every day. By fighting fraud and other economic crime affecting the NHS, we help to  
preserve the resources it relies on to do its work. Everyone has a part to play in the fight against NHS 
fraud, just like everyone is a victim when the NHS is targeted for fraud.  

It is estimated that fraud and other economic crime costs the 
NHS over £1.25 billion  every year. This is taxpayers'  
money – our money – which is diverted from patient care and 
falls into the hands of criminals. 

So happy birthday to the NHS and here’s to the next 70 years, 
as challenging as they may be.  



 MEET THE COUNTER FRAUD TEAM  

Terry Smith  

Head of Service  

T: 0191 441 5939   

E: terry.smith@audit-one.co.uk 

Paul Bevan 

Senior Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 0191 441 5918   

E: paul.bevan@audit-one.co.uk 

Iain Flinn 

Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 0191 441 5935  

E: iain.flinn@audit-one.co.uk 

Nikki Cooper 

Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 01482 866 800 

E: nikki.cooper@audit-one.co.uk 

Stephen Veitch 

Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 0191 333 3012   

E: stephen.veitch@audit-one.co.uk 

Martyn Tait 

Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 0191 333 6218  

E: martyn.tait@audit-one.co.uk 

Simon Clarkson 

Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 01228 635 597   

E: simon.clarkson@audit-one.co.uk 

Kathryn Wilson  

Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 0191 441 5933   

E: kathryn.wilson@audit-one.co.uk 

Gemma Collin  

Counter Fraud Support 

T: 0191 333 3011   

E: gemma.collin@audit-one.co.uk 

Rebecca Napper 

Counter Fraud Manager 

T: 0191 441 5941   

E: rebecca.napper@audit-one.co.uk 

Michelle Watson 

Counter Fraud Manager 

T: 0191 333 3011   

E: michelle.watson@audit-one.co.uk 

Ian Allcock 

Counter Fraud Specialist 

T: 0191 441 5935 

E: ian.allcock@audit-one.co.uk 

Gary Ross 

Security Management Specialist 

T: 0191 333 3011 

E: gary.ross@audit-one.co.uk 

FRAUD HOTLINE 
0191 441 5936 

NATIONAL FRAUD HOTLINE 

0800 028 4060 


